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The property hounded by the eastern curb line of St. Edwards Street,
part of the southern curb line of Willoughby Street, part of the western
and part of the southern property lines of Port Greene Park, the remaining part of the western property line of Port Greene Park, a line extending
southerly to the northern curb line of De Kalb Avenue, part of the northern
curb line, of De Kalb Avenue, a line extending southerly to the eastern
curb line of S. Elliott Place, part of the eastern curb line of S. Elliott
Place, a line extending easterly to the southern property line of 71 S.
Elliott Place, the southern property line of 71 S. Elliott Place, the
western property line of 70 S. Portland Avenue, the western and southern
property lines of 72 S. PBsfcland Avenue, a line extending easterly to the
eastern curb line of S. Port&tad Avenue, part of the eastern curb line of S.
Portland Avenue, part of the northern curb line of Lafayette Avenue, a line
extending northerly to the eastern property line of 67-75 S. Portland Avenue/
91 Lafayette Avenue, the eastern property line of 67-75 S. Portland Avenue/
91 Lafayette Avenue, part of the southern property line of 65 S. Portland
Avenue, the southerly property line of 64 S. Oxford Street, a line extending
easterly to the eastern curb line of S. Oxford Street, part of the curb line
of Si Oxford Street, a line extending southerly across Lafayette Avenue, part
of tha eastern curb line of S. Oxford Street, a line extending easterly to
the southern property line of 77-93 S. Oxford StreatA02-i08 Lafayette
Avenue, the southern property line of 77-93 S. Oxford StreetA02-108 Lafayette
Avenue, the western property lines of 302 through 320 Cumberland Street,
part of the northern and the western property lines of 11 Greene Avenue,
a line extending southerly to the northern curb line of Greene Avenue, part
of the northern'curb line of Greene Avenue, part of the western curb line
of Cumberland Street, a line extending easterly to the southern property line
of 311 Cumberland Street, tha southern property lines of 311 Qanbarland Street
and 370 Carlton Avenue, a line extending,easterly to the eastern curb line of
Carlton Avenue, part of the eastern curb line of Carlton Avenue, a line extending easterly to the southern property line of 375 Carlton Avenue, part
of the southern and part of the eastern property lines of 375 Carlton Avenue,
tha remaining part of the southern property line of 375 Carlton Avenue, part
of the southern and part of the western property lines.of 374 Adelphi Street,
the western property lines of 376 and 378 Adelphi Street, the western and the
southern property lines of 380 Adelphi Street, a line extendimg easterly to
the eastern curb line of Adelphi Street, part of tha eastern curb line of
Adelphi Street, a line extending southerly across Greene Avenue to part of
the eastern curb line of Adelphi Street, a line extending easterly to the
southernpproperty line of 375-383 Adelphi Street/54 Greene Avenue, the
southern property lines of 375-383 Adelphi?Street/54 Greene ..Avenue through
62 Greene Avenue, the western property line of 396 through 402 Clermont
Avenue, part of the western and part of the southern property lines of 404
Clermont Avenue, the remaining part of the western property line of 404
Clermont Avenue, the western property line of 406 Clermont Avenue, part of
-j the western and part of the northern property lines of 408 Clermont Avenue,

the remaining part of the western property line of 408 Clermont Avenue, the
western property lines of 410 through 432 Clermont Avenue, the western and
the southern property lines of 434 Clermont Avenue, a line extending easterly
to the eastern curb line of Clermont Avenue, part of the eastern curb line
of Clermont Avenue, a line extending easterly to the southern property line
of 441 Clermont Avenue, the southern property lines of 441 Clermont Avenue
and 434 Vanderbilt Avenue, a line extending easterly to the western curb
line of Vanderbilt Avenue, a line extending northerly across Greene Avenue,
the western curb line of Vanderbilt Avenue, a line extending northerly across
Lafayette Avenue, the western curb line of Vanderbilt Avenue, a line extending northerly across De Kalb Avenue, part of the western curb line of Vanderbilt Avenue, a line extending westerly to the northern property line of 247
De Kalb Avenue, the northern property lines of 247 through 241 De Kalb Avenue,
part of the eastern property line of 239 De Kalb Avenue, the eastern and part
of the northern property lines of 259 Clermont Avenue, the eastern property
^ lines of 257 through 215 Clermont Avenue, the eastern and part of the northern
property linejs of 213 Clermont Avenue, the eastern property line of 211
Clermont Avenue, then continuing along the eastern building line of 64-72
Willoughby Avenue/201-209 Clermont Avenue, a line extending northerly to the
southern curb line of Willoughby Avenue, part of the southern curb line
of Willoughby Avenue, a line extending wssterly across Clermont Avenue, the
southern curb line of Willoughby Avenue, a line extending westerlyAacross
Adelphi Street, the southern curb line of Willoughby Avenue, a line extending
westerly across Carlton Avenue, part of the southern curb line of Willoughby
Avenue, a line extending northeasterly across Willoughby Avenue to the
eastern property line of 1-10 Willoughby Avenue/176-?177 Washington Park
through 174 Washington Park, part of the eastern and part of the northern
property lines of 173 Washington Park, the remaining eastern property line
of 173 Washington Park, the eastern property lines of 172 through 160
Washington Park, part of the eastern and part of the southern property lines
of 159 Washington Park, the remaining eastern property line of 159 Washington,
Park, part of the eastern and part of the northern property lines of 158
Washington Park, part of the eastern and part of the northern property lines I
of 158 Washington Park, the remaining.eastern and the remaining northern property lines of 158 Washington Park, a line extending westerly to the western
curb line of Washington Park, part of the western curb line of Washington
Park, the southern curb line of Myrtle Avenue, Brooklyn.
TESTIM3NY AT THE PUBLIC HEARING
On September 20, 1977, the Landmarks Preservation Commission held a
public hearing an this area which, is now proposed as an Historic District
(Item No. 7 ) . The hearing had been duly advertised in accordance with the
provisions of law. Fifty-five persons spoke in favor of the proposed
designation. Six persons spoke in opposition to the proposed designation.
The commission has received many letters and Correspondence in favor of the
designation.
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1-17 South Elliott Place, c.1868-1881

. HLSiiiiJtlJamili-aal as
204-208 Adelphi Street; c. 1866

""Photo credit: Andrew S. Dolkart, Landmarks Preservation Ccfimission

THE NEIGHBORHOOD

1-17 South Elliott Place, c.1868-1881.
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204-208 Melphi Street; c. 1066
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HISTORICAL INTRODUCTION
The Neighborhood
Brooklyn, or Breuckelen as the Dutch called it, was first settled in
the late lG30s and early 1640s by Walloon and Dutch farmers who settled
along the shoreline just north of the Fort Greene area, and in 1645 the
Dutch village, centered where the Brooklyn and Manhattan Bridges now stand,
was incorporated. The village developed.very slowly and even by 1790, two
years after the New York State Legislature incorporated Brooklyn as a town,
the population was only 1,603. •*•
The,opening of reliable ferry service between Brooklyn and New York
caused the first'great spurt of development that changed Brooklyn from a
quiet town into the third largest city in 19th-century America. The first
regular ferry service began in 1814 when Robert Fulton's ship Nassau opened
a route between New York and Brooklyn. 2 By the mid-1830s and 1840s fast,
safe and reliable steamboats were regularly plying the waters between the
two cities making it possible and convenient for a New York City businessman to live in Brooklyn and work in Manhattan.
The extensive residential development of Brooklyn began in the 1830s
in the Brooklyn Heights area, which was located near the ferry slips. The
rapid growth in the town's population led to the incorporation of Brooklyn
as a city in 1834. As the 19th century progressed the residential area expanded outward in an easterly and southerly direction from the Heights and
by mid-century much of the area now,lying west of Flatbush Avenue (including
the present-day neighborhoods of Brooklyn Heights, Cobble Hill and Boerum
Hill) had been substantially built up. By the early 1850s major residential
development was beginning to push farther eastward into the Fort Greene area.
Fort Greene had been a quiet, rural section well into the 19th century.
Records trace land ownership back to the 17th century when it was the
property of Pieter Ceser, also known as Peter Caesar Alberti reputed to
have been Brooklyn's first resident of Italian descent. 3 other 17thcentury landowners included Peter C. Albertus and Jan Damen. By the 19th
century much of the land.within the Historic District had been divided into
four farm tracts owned by the Ryerson, Post, Spader and Jackson families.
Beginning in the middle years of the century these farms were subdivided
and lots sold for development. The widow of Jacob Ryerson began to sell
off the family land in the late 1840s. Jacob Ryerson was a descendent of
one of the early Dutch families of Brooklyn, and Ryerson Street,northeast
of the District, named for them. The first Ryersons to arrive in North
America were Martin and Annetje Reyerszen who settled in the Wallabout area
late in the 17th century. The family holdings spread south from the
Wallabout and encompassed much of the present day Clinton Hill and Fort
Greene neighborhoods. The Ryerson tract within the boundaries of the
District included a strip of land that extended north-south through the
district along Carlton Avenue and Adelphi Street.
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The Post.farm, established in' the mid-1820s by William and Gerardus
Post, included tlie blockfronts of Washington Park and Carlton Avenue north
of DeKalb Avenue. It was sold in small lots in the 1850s and 1860s.
The Jackson family began to purchase the land extending from South
Elliott Place to Carlton Avenue south of DeKalb Avenue in the last years
of the 18th century. In the late 1840s the executors of John Jackson and
trustees of his heir, Hamilton H. Jackson, began to divest themselves of
their landholdings. John Jackson had been a native of Jerusalem on Long
Island who came to Brooklyn after the Revolutionary War with his brothers
Samuel and Treadwell. In 1791 they purchased a thirty-acre estate in the
Port Greene vicinity.
The farm of Jeremiah V. and John Spader extended north-south along,
Clermont and Vanderbilt Avenues. The Spaders seem to have acquired their
tract of land in 1821, and Maria Spader sold the property off in many small
parcels in the 1850s and 1860s.
/
Before Fort Greene developed as a middle-class residential district,
however, it was the location of a notorious shantytown, located primarily
along Myrtle Avenue. In 1849 this settlement became quite controversial.
Development was heading eastward and the presence of this shantytown was
seen as an impediment. One Brooklyn resident wrote to the Brooklyn Daily
Eagle asking:
How long, Mr. Editor, shall those disgraceful nuisances,
which now infest the neighborhood of this beautiful
spot be suffered to exist. Perchance there are but
few places about...more desirable for residences, or
more pleasant for our evening walks than this; and
yet, on every side filthy shanties are permitted to
be erected from which issue all sorts of offensive
smells...It is indeed a fact that many of the inmates
of these hovels keep swine, cattle, etc. in their
cellars and not an unusual circumstance to witness
these animals enjoying side by side with their owners
the cheering rays of the sun; whilst offal and filth
of the assorted family is suffered to collect about
their premises and endanger the lives of those in
.
their neighborhood by its sickening and deadly affluvia.
A few weeks after this letter was published "the mayor and his staff
made a visit to the flourishing settlement...and ordered all the pigs,
hogs, goats, etc., to be removed." 5 Besides the shantytown this area of
Brooklyn was also the site of a number of institutions of the type generally found on the fringes of a city in the 19th century. A hospital and
poor-house were established in 1824, and in 1825 a plot of ground was
purchased for tlie Brooklyn Burial Ground. .None of the early buildings
erected for these institutions remain.
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o Not long after-the; incident with the pigs, frame: and masonry row.
houses began to appear,in large numbers in the.area, particularly south
and east of 'jthe park-. Fort Greene Park, originally called Washington Park,
predates this row house development. The park liad been planned in the 1840s
as an' open space for the working class population which then inhabited the
area, Most of £he houses erected in Port Greene before the Civil War were
•fairly modest by .comparison with later construction. These houses included
frame dwellings and modest.brick and brownstone row houses, many of which
are still standing on South Oxford Street,"Cumberland Street and Carlton
Avenue. The middle-class residents of these houses made the area respectable,
and tliis led to the construction of grander brownstone rows and a number
of free standing mansions (two of which were located on Lafayette Avenue
between South Oxford Street and South Portland Avenue, but they have been
replaced by apartment houses) for the upper middle class. South Portland.
Avenue, South Oxford Street and Clermont Avenue became the'home of wealthy
merchants, lawyers, stockbrokers, and-businessmen. . With this influx of a
newmonied population tliere came a change in the park. "By 1867 when Olmsted
& Vaux were appointed to lay out the parks of Brooklyn, Washington Park had
severely deteriorated. The Olmsted & Vaux design for the i>ark was planned
to appeal.to the leisure time requirements of the middle-class families who
were living in the newly built brownstones. Thus, the-physical appearance
of the park was directly affected by the changing social class of the residents of the area. The park did not, however, ;have a's great an effect on
the ai?chitectural development of the area as might be asaunted. A S nas
already teen noted, the middle-class residential districts of Brooklyn were
expanding eastward and by 1860 Fort Greene was in the direct path of this
development. The area would undoubtedly have become a prime residential
neighborhood whether or not the park had been.there. For the most part the
buildings surrounding the park aireriotlarger or grander than those found
on other streets in the vicinity.. The only exceptions to this are some .
extremely impressive brownstone structures located on Washington Park,
particularly between Willoughby and DeKalb Avenues'.
Most of the. 'i9th-century row house residents of Fort Greene were
business and professional people who commuted to their offices and factories
in Manhattan. In this respect Fort Greene was typical of 19th-century
Brooklyn. As E. Idell Zeisloft reported in 1899:
Brooklyn has always been an adjunct of the metropolis
rather than a city with a complete civic life of. its own,
a dwelling-place for business folk and employees who
posses moderate incomes, and those of greater means who
abhor the feverish and artificial joys of the modern
Babel. It is a vast aggregation of home and family life,
and of the social pleasures that appertain thereto.. There
is little to be seen in Brooklyn save the streets and
avenues, hundreds of miles of them, filled with rows of
dwelling houses...All of Brooklyn, indeed, with the exception of the waterside streets and range of cloud
piercing office buildings /xn the Civic Center area7. ••
is the exclusive domain of women and children during
the daylight hours. 6
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. It should be noted'that in the 19th century the term "Fort Greene"
signified the fort located on the site of the present day park. The
larger neighborhood, now called Fort Greene, was in fact,the lower
reaches of the Clinton Hill area which centered along Clinton Avenue
"just to the east of the boundaries of the District. It has only been
in the 20th century that Fort,Greene has become a separate neighborhood
entity. It remained a quiet and prosperous community for many years.
Little change'occurred in the District until the mid-20th century when
•many of the middle-class residents left the area for the suburbs. As
happened in many American cities the poor moved into this old urban
neighborhood and by the early 1960s the World-Telegram ,• in an article on
South Oxford Street termed the area "squalid.** Today the Fort Greene.
area is being revitalized as many rediscover the advantages of urban life.
The buildings, ipany of which had been turned into rooming houses, again
are becoming much sought after private residences and today Fort Greene
is a viable and vibrant, community.

THE PARK

Plan of Redesign of Washington Park; Olmsted & Vaux, architect, 1868 (Fran: Eighth
Annual Report of the Commissioners of Prospect Park, 1868).
Photo credit: William Alex
Martyrs' Monument; McKim,
Mead & White, architect,
1908.

Photo credit: Andrew S.
Dolkart, Landmarks
Preservation Carmission
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Fort Greene Park
The proud resting place of 11,500 Revolutionary.War dead, and the site of
fierce fighting during the Battle of Long Island, Port Greene Park was the
first successful public park in Brooklyn. Begun in 1848, the park was largely
the product of Brooklyn Daily Eagle editor, Walt Whitman, who for two years
tenaciously kept the Issue before the minds of the people of the city.
Whitman had recognized and voiced the recreation needs of the growing populace
of East Brooklyn where "the mechanics and artificers of our city, most do
congregate." 8 • Fort Greene Park, or Washington Park as it was first called,
helped to gauge the city's need for public parks and by its success set the
stage for the city's major effort at Prospect Park and the subsequent citywide park system. When Fort Greene Park was incorporated into the comprehensive park system in 1867, the park gained added distinction by being redesigned by the renowned landscape firm of Frederick Law Olmsted and Calvert.
Vaux. An integral part of the new design was the creation of a vault within
the park to house the bones of the thousands of American soldiers who had
perished on the over-crowded British prison ships anchored for six years in
Brooklyn's Wallabout Bay. In 1908, following efforts for over fifty years, the
remains of these brave American soldiers were finally honored with a monument
which was designed by the prestigious architectural firm of McKim, Mead and
White.
Bounded by Myrtle Avenue, Washington Park, DeKalb Avenue, the Brooklyn
City Hospital and St. Edwards Street, the 33 acres which comprise Fort
Greene Park rise to a high prominence overlooking Wallabout Bay and the East
River. The hill, which was formed when the Wisconsin ice sheet receded from
the Island and which characterizes Fort Greene Park, played a strategic
role in the American defense system during the Revolution. This system was
strung out along the neck of the Brooklyn peninsula between Wallabout Bay
and Gowanus Creek. By means of this line of fortifications and the natural
protection of the rocky ridge to the south near what is now Prospect Park,
General George Washington had hoped to protect the valuable heights of
Brooklyn from British occupation. Surrender of the Heights and its ferry
meant surrender of the port of New York, the foothold which following the
surrender of Boston the British badly needed. Begun in March of 1776,
construction of the fortifications was hastened when the commanding American
officer called upon "all the male inhabitants of Kings county, both white
and black" to join in the work. ^ Jn May the job of building the defense
system was turned over to General Nathanael Greeneia Rhode Islander who had
proved invaluable during the organization of the siege of Boston and who
later became one of Washington's most trusted officers. Greene assigned his
favorite Rhode Island regiment under the command of Colonel Daniel Hitchcock
to the task of building and defending Fort Putnam which was the key to the
eastern end of the defense system, located on the present site of Fort
Greene Park.
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Fort Putnam, named for military engineer Rufus Putnam who designed the
New York defenses, was a star-shaped earthwork mounting four or five guns.
Surrounded by ia ditch, the fort with its well and store of provisions was a
self-contained unit. Hitchcock's men felled the trees in the forest to the
east of the fort and constructed an awesome abatis, or barricade with barblike branches pointing towards the anticipated threat.
On August 26, 1776/when the British finally made their move, after landing
troops to the south at Gravesend Bay, the fortifications were ready. However,
a weakness in the American lines was relayed to the British by Long Island
loyalists. The following day the main force of the British army funneled
through the poorly guarded Jamaica Pass and began to lay siege on the American
line of fortifications. Washington, soon realizing his error, sent reinforcements from Manhattan but the intensity of the fighting to hold Port Putnam on
the 28th made clear his course of action. Retreat across the East River was
the only sure way to salvage his army from the nation's first battle. While
the British continued to pursue theiy siege of the fortifications, Washington,
with the help of a band of Marblehead fishermen, successfully ferried his men
across the East River. The Continental Army was safe but the British completely leveled the abandoned fortifications and captured the port of New York.
Following their victory on Long Island and their subsequent capture of
New York and eventually Fort Washington, the British had taken captive a
staggering number of prisoners who very soon filled New York's two jails and
who were being held in everything from sugar warehouses to churches. With
each campaign came a new lot of captured Americans to the British base in New
York and it was finally decided to house the men on the old transport vessels
at anchor in Wallabout Bay. The account of at least one prisoner has survived:
On the commencement of the first evening we were
driven down to darkness, between decks secured by
iron gratings and an armed soldiery, and a scene
of horror which baffles all description presented
itself. On every side wretched desponding shapes
of men could be seen. *°
For six years rotting hulks like the infamous "Jersey" were packed with
Americans who became wracked with disease and soon died. The dead were
ferried to the Brooklyn shore and were buried in shallow graves in the sand
near what is now the Brooklyn Navy Yard.
Memories of the British course of action during the Revolution were still
very much alive in 1812, and again the Americans built up fortifications along
the neck of the Brooklyn peninsula. Once more the prospect overlooking
Wallabout Bay was recognized for its strategic importance and in August 1814
the site of old Fort Putnam was transformed into a large star-shaped fortification
called Fort Greene in honor of the great Revolutionary general.
All the nearby towns on Long Island sent volunteers, including women, to
work on the military construction and although the fortifications were completed in a month's time, the British chose a different plan of attack and the
fort was never used. Little was done with the land for the next twenty-five
years.
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In 1820 Brooklyn was a village of 5,210, but by 1835, one year after the
city was incorporated, the population had grown to 24,310. A city plan was
clearly needed. On January 1, 1839 three commissioners appointed by the
Governor "to lay out streets, avenues and squares in. the city of Brooklyn" filed
their map in the County Clerk's office. ^
With a city plan finally established,
wealthy Brooklyn real estate owners could safely parcel out their lands knowing
now where the future city improvements were going. The plan of 1839 did not
please everyone. looking jealously at New York's broad promenade at Battery
Park, prominent citizens such as Hezekiah Beers Pierrepont, wealthy landowner,
and Alden Spooner, editor and publisher of the Long Island 'star, had hoped to
preserve a similar open;space along Brooklyn" Heights. While profit seekingf
landowners objected to the taxation, necessary to fund such a project along the
Heights, another 'contingent of real estate investors sought to improve their
holdings by proposing to fill a swamp adjacent to their property near Wallabout
Bay. They suggested the creation of a park by filling the swamp with free, fill
taken from the earthworks at Port Greene. Real estate interests controlled the
order of the day. The obviously spectacular park along the Heights was defeated and Brooklyn became burdened with a rather soggy development-a swamp
called City Park. This park is now Commodore Barry Park.
Of the original eleven squares planned in 1839, one was Washington Park
first located by the Commissioners between what is now Atlantic Avenue,
Platbush Avenue, Ashland Place, Fulton Avenue and Port Greene Place. During
the 1840's, however, great numbers of immigrants, fleeing the potato famine in
Ireland between 1845-47, poured into East Brooklyn and it soon became clear to
real estate investors that the smooth site of the proposed square had potential
profit. In 1845, bowing to the pressure of the businessmen, the Common Council
relocated the site of the proposed Washington Park to a section unprofitable
for real estate interests-the rocky prominence occupied by the decimated remains of the 1812 Port Greene in the center of the growing 7th Ward.
In March of 1846 another campaign was initiated when Walt Whitman, an
experienced newspaperman at the age of 26, became the editor of the Brooklyn
Daily Eagle,"this chief of Long Island journals." 1 2 Whitman took a progressive stand as editor, somewhat after the fashion of Horace Greeley of the New
York Tribune. The demanding schedule of the newspaper, which it was suggested
killed Whitman's predecessor, bound the young editor to the confines of the
city where summer walks often raised issues to be used in his editorials. A
friend of William Cullen Bryant, editor of the New York Evening Post, Whitman
was often accompanied, on these occasions, by this great promoter of Central
Park. Whitman clearly sympathized with Bryant's efforts to plan a public
park for New York, and the newly-appointed editor made a similar effort in
Brooklyn; A park for the densely populated area of East Brooklyn, where each
summer cholera ran rampant and where people were trapped for life by their
poverty, was the issue he doggedly pursued. Whitman fondly recounted:
"Descending Port Greene one comes amid a colony of squatters, whose chubby
children, and the good-natured brightness of the eyes of many an Irishwoman,
tell plainly enough that you are wending your way among the shanties of the
Bneralders." i J
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Whitman followed the argument that the less . priviledged people of East
Brooklyn needdd a park far more than those wealthy individuals on the Heights.
He appealed to the current interest in public health, undoubtedly intensified
by the numbers pf cases of cholera which were reported daily in the newspaper,
arid described the park as a "lung" which helped bring badly needed fresh air
into the city. "
i n juiy 0 f 1945 ^ e Brooklyn Comnon Council agreed that the
park should be developed but the means of financing the project were not yet
decided upon. The following year it was planned that a city-wide assessment
would provide the means for the development. A struggle ensued. Whitman saw
the fight as a manifestation of "nativism" against the immigrants,tautit
should be recalled that landowners in Brooklyn had traditionally opposed
taxation'. Curiously enough Whig Alderman James S.T. Stranahan, the great
promoter of Prospect Park in the 1860s,was against the development of the 33
acres of Washington Park because it was too large. Finally a compromise plan
of assessment was agreed upon on February 26, 1848,and $90,000 was allocated
for the project.
/
On February 28th when "At the rising of the sun;...a salute of one
hundred guns was fired from old Fort Greene," * 5 Whitman was no longer in a
position to write about it. He had resigned his post in January but his park
had become a'reality. It was suggested that Andrew Jackson Downing, the
country's foremost landscape gardener, be employed to design the park but
this never materialized. The park was, however, developed along the naturalistic lines which Downing preached. By 1850 the park was finished, only after
it had''been fully established that the residents of the neighborhood could
no longer keep their hogs on the premises. By 1858 Edwin Spooner, second of
that family to advocate Brooklyn parks, noted: "a park of larger dimensions
than Washington, beautiful as that is, is very desirable, and will be found
essential when this city has a population of half a million, as it will in
another quarter of a century." J-6 The seed of Prospect Park had been planted.
In January of 1867 Brooklyn Mayor Samuel Booth initiated a plan for a
comprehensiye park system by entrusting the design of four additional parks to
the Commissioners of Prospect Park. Now famous for their successful designs
for Central Park and Prospect Park, the' landscape design team of Frederick Law
Olmsted and Calvert Vaux was appointed to the task of laying out the new
parks.
Following the lead of park advocates Whitman, Bryant and Andrew
Jackson Downing, the famous author and landscape gardener with wham Vaux
had worked, Olmsted and Vaux advocated a system of parks linked by treelined streets to answer the open space needs of the rapidly growing cities.
Olmsted,in particular, sought to end the flight of the wealthy to the suburbs
by providing the city with attractive residential lots enhanced by their view
of the park. One of the first projects to occupy the partners' attention was
the redesign of Washington Park, or Fort Greene as most people continued to
call it. By 1867 the once popular park showed the wear of hard use. Following
a survey of the grounds, Olmsted and Vaux declared that most of the trees
were badly injured, the lawns were bare,and the park was unsafe for women and

